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ENQUIRY  
 

What makes an invention great 
 

OUTCOMES 
 

Invention expo  

 

VOCABULARY 
 
Computing: algorithm, debug, technology, create, organize, store, manipulate, retrieve 

DT: design, purposeful, functional, appealing, products, design criteria, tools, equipment, cutting, shaping, joining, finishing, 

mechanisms, evaluate 

History: invention, timeline, chronological, past, present 

 

KEY TEXTS 
 

 The Tin Forest by Helen Ward 

 Izzy Gizmo and the Invention Convention by Pip Jones and Sara Ogilvie 

 The Story of Inventions by Catherine Barr 

 
BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
 

 Great Inventors from A to Z by Valter Fogato 

 Info Motion: History of 50 Important Inventions Timeline- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B77YmrwGQV8  

 

RESOURCES 
 

Images of inventions, old technology to deconstruct, circuit parts, iPad coding apps, sphero, robots 

Inventions 

CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT: COMPUTING | DT | HISTORY 

 

Year 2 | Summer 1 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B77YmrwGQV8


CORE CURRICULUM LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

English Mathematics Physical Education Art 

Grammar: 
- Apostrophes for contracted form and for  
Possession 
 
Text types: 
- Newspaper report 
- Diary entry 
- Fantasy story 
 
 

Times tables: groups of 5 and 10 and 
factors 0 and 1  
 
Doubling and halving  
 
Structures: quotitive and partitive 
division  
 
Calculation recap 

Physical skills 
Agility- reaction and response  
Static balance- floor work  

 

Printing  
▪ Explore repeated printing using a range of simple 
methods   
▪ Explore relief printing using string and card   
▪ Develop an impressed image  
Digital   
▪ Use a graphics package or app to explore digital 
image creation   
▪ Have the opportunity to manipulate an image using 
various digital tools   
▪ Use a digital camera to take a specific image 
portrait/landscape 

 

Phonics PSHCE Computing  Science 

ture 
sion 
tion  

 
Spelling 
Rules for adding suffixes 

Managing Safety and Risk   
 
MSR12 

Computing 
- Understand that computers follow 

algorithms 
- Create and debug simple programs 
- Use technology safely and respectfully 
- Recognize uses of technology beyond 

school 
- Use technology purposefully to create, 

organize, store, manipulate and retrieve 
digital content 

Living things 
- Describe how animals obtain their food from plants 
and other animals, using the idea of a simple food 
chain, and identify and name different sources of 
food. 

History Design and Technology Religious Education Music 

- The lives of significant individuals in the 
past who have contributed to national and 
international achievements. 

- To design purposeful, functional, appealing 

products, for themselves and others based 
on a given design criteria.  
- To select from a range of tools and 
equipment to perform practical tasks safely. 
- To practice using a range of tools and 
equipment safely (cutting, shaping, joining 
and finishing). 
- To explore and use mechanisms. 
- To evaluate their ideas and products against 
a design criteria. 

 

- Explore the theme of belonging 
- Explore why the mosque is the heart of 
the Islamic community 
- Visit  Cambridge Central Mosque 
- Evaluate how much a mosque helps a 
Muslim’s feeling of belonging   
- Help others feel belonging  

- Experiment with, create, select and combine 
sounds using the interrelated dimensions of music 



 


